Quenby Wilcox

Secretary of State Rex Tillerson
US Department of State
2201 C Street, NW
Washington, DC 20520
November 29, 2017
RE: Application for the Position of Secretary of Management and Resources with the US Department of
State
Dear Secretary Tillerson,
I am once again contacting you; this time in order to offer my services in filling the currently vacant
post of Secretary of Management and Resources in the Department of State, under your
direction—with a promise to transform your agency from one of the MAJOR PLAYERS in ‘The
Swamp’ into a MODEL of efficiency, integrity and transparency. Please find enclosed a copy of my
resume for your perusal.
I first contacted you in February 2017 as newly appointed Secretary of State, regarding the REFUSAL of
the State Department to protect and defend the rights and lives of Americans living abroad—citing the
facts of my own case1 against the Spanish judicial system, as well as that of American national James
Ryan in Japan, and the horrific on-going Nazi-style torture of his son, by Japanese military personnel. The
criminal negligence of the American Consulate and Embassy in Japan, (under former Ambassador and
supposed human rights ‘defender’ Caroline Kennedy, inter alia) is DISGUSTING AND ATROCIOUS—
see the Ryan’s facebook page, Jimmy’s Wish2. Not only are the human rights violations within the case of
James and Jimmy Ryan, as well as my own case horrific, but the lost revenue to our companies (and
financial damages caused) are in the billions of dollars—increasing an additional billion each year.
Instead of tax reform to encourage business creation, policy-makers should concentrate on integrity and
accountability within their court systems, which would be much more beneficial fiscally speaking, as well
as in terms of socio-economic benefits.
Another high-profile case involving the gross negligence and criminal liability of the State Department,
and its employee’s failure to understand US and international law, as well as utilize the Vienna
Convention on Consular Relations in protecting and defending the rights of Americans abroad was that of
Amanda Knox in Italy years ago. The moment that Amanda Knox became a suspect (instead of witness)
in the investigation of the murder of Meredith Kercher, Italian authorities had the obligation to inform her
of her right to Consular notification under art. 5 and 36 of the Convention of Consular Relations, and the
International Court of Justice (ICJ) jurisprudence, Avena, Mexico vs. USA,3 2004. The failure of Italian
authorities to inform Ms. Knox of her rights under the law, was reason enough for the dismissal of the
charges against her from the onset; but instead she was subjected to litigation that ruined her family
financially, as well as four years of wrongful imprisonment—while her Consulate, and the State
Department remained silent, and criminally negligent in their omission of action.
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The double-standards and nepotism of State Department employees is further high-lighted in the recent
case of UCLA basketball players arrested in China for shoplifting, and the White House and State
Department’s intervention in judicial procedures in China to secure their release. Another case of
inappropriate intervention by State Department officials in foreign judicial proceedings is high-lighted by
former American Ambassador to Spain, Alan Solomont, pressuring Spanish authorities and courts to
prevent prosecution of three US soldiers in the killing of Spanish cameraman Jose Couso in Iraq in 2003.
It is precisely due to the fact that the afore mentioned type of favoritism, nepotism, and gameplaying permeates agencies throughout Washington, that Trump won the US elections with a
promise to “drain The Swamp.” And, while the removal of many key officials within the State
Department (namely the Secretary of Management and Resources; Under-secretary of Management;
Under-Secretary for Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs; Under-Secretary for Arms Control and
International Security; Under-Secretary for Civilian Security, Democracy and Human Rights; and UnderSecretary for Economic Growth, Energy and the Environment) is a step in the right direction. However,
if the Trump Administration is serious about “draining the Swamp” they must start employing
people who understand the challenges the USA, and the world, is facing instead of ‘ostrich-playing’
professional bureaucrats and long-time ‘game-players’—at every level of federal agencies.
As explained in my reports, letters and documents posted on my activism website,
www.warondomesticterrorism.com, the corruption and criminal negligence in judicial systems around the
world are all extremely similar, as are the underlying reasons and issues. And, the failure of legislative
and executive branches, along with regulatory agencies, to investigate and prosecute implicated parties,
renders them complicit to the criminal activity, and gross human rights violations it is producing. The
problems, and underlying issues, within the American judicial system is explained in my lengthy letter to
Attorney General Jefferson Sessions4—noting that illiteracy and lack of reading comprehension in the
US Justice Department is as bad as found within the State Department, White House, Congress,
International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank, United Nations (UN), etc.
Please see my report to the IMF (Workplace Bullying in the IMF5) exposing the rampant bullying, ‘gameplaying’, and mis-management I documented during my 7-years of employment there. If the IMF was
serious in addressing its internal mis-management problems, and fulfilling its mission, its Management
would investigate my complaints and hire me to clean up their mess; instead of ostracizing me, and
attempting to silence my dissent. Further proof as to gross negligence of all the PhD, MBAs, and ‘queenfor-a-day’ support staff employed in organizations throughout ‘The Swamp’ is provided in the failure of
‘UN Women’ to investigate rampant re-victimization of victims of domestic violence by court-systems
around the world (see Cindy Dumas and Safe Kids International submission to the Commission on the
Status of Women6). As my research and evidence against the IMF and World Bank in my blog7 covering
their Spring and Annual Meetings 2016 demonstrates, these organizations are milking citizenry of
$3.5 billion per year for employees to nothing more than ‘seat-warm’, write reports, give speeches and
promote their newest book, while economies and societies around the world spiral into decay, chaos, and
violence.
In the past year, under your direction, management within the State Department has improved
SLIGHTLY. However, it, and all of its employees, are still completely negligent in their duties, and
complicit to the criminality in foreign judicial systems in which American citizens rights are being
violated (and which are at such great proportions as to constitute crimes against humanity under art. 7 of
the Roma Statutes). In response to my letter to you dated February 5th, I received a phone call from Yoshi
Gotoh of the Office of Overseas Citizen Services—a step in the right direction. However, Mr. Gotoh
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had no better grasp or understanding of the law, and the State Department’s obligation to abide by, or
uphold, it than any of the other IGNORAMUSES I have dealt in the past 12 years. And, the on-going
inaction of the American Consulate in Japan in saving the life of Jimmy Ryan, as well as further torture,
is proof that even under your direction, negligence and mis-management of the State Department
continues.
Please see my letter to former Secretary of State Kerry8, who along with former Secretary of State Clinton
needs to be investigated for the gross mis-management, and criminal negligence, of the State Department
during their tenure. The email-server scandal surrounding Hillary Clinton as Secretary of State is
just one example, and consequence, of the rampant mis-management within the State
Department—and is the scandal journalists should be investigating, instead of the consequences of
that mis-management.
Along with former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, Anne-Marie Slaughter, currently President of the
‘think-tank’ ‘New America’ and formerly Director of Policy Planning for the State Department, also
needs to be investigated for her professional negligence, buffoonery, and ‘ostrich-playing’—noting that
Francis Fukuyama, author of State-Building, Governance, and World Order in the 21st Century9, was also
a member of the State Department’s Policy Planning staff, and is an Advisor at the Center for Global
Development. If Bretton Woods I initiatives (aka IMF, World Bank and UN) were doing their jobs with
even a minimum of diligence, then there would be no need for ‘think tanks’ such as ‘New America’,
‘Center for Global Development’ or the hundreds of other empty-rhetoric ‘think tanks’ that permeate ‘The
Swamp’.
As I have continually noted in my blogs and speeches, if someone could harness all of the ‘hot air’
being espoused in empty-rhetoric speeches and conferences in ‘The Swamp’, then the energy crisis
would quickly be resolved.
I recently saw your interview with Jack Tapper in CNN’s program “State of the Union,” during which
you refused to enter into ‘The Games’ of Washington in collusion with the American press. And, I was
highly impressed. You are completely correct in your assessment of the situation, as well as your
insistence and refusal to enter into those ‘Games’. It is precisely due to the fact that employees
throughout Washington are more adept at ‘game-playing’ than addressing problems and issues that
extremism, civil unrest, and economic instability are on the rise in the USA, and globally. I, myself have
been challenging the ‘game-playing’, and inertia that it is producing, in ‘The Swamp’ since my return to
DC, and the USA, in February ’09—after having left in ’88 disillusioned with the American political
process, and the trajectory of American society at the time. The dysfunctionality of this entire matrix is
explained in my report FfD: A Midsummer Nights Dream10, “Domestic Abuse as a Human Rights
Violation and the Principle of Due Diligence: An Intersectional Approach”11, and my presentation
“Violence Against Women (VAW) as Human Rights Violations.”12
I may have ‘opted-out’ of ‘Game’ in the ‘80s. However, contrary to those who remained in ‘The Game’
enriching themselves at the expense of taxpayers for the past four decades, my integrity, honor, and soul
are still intact. My unique professional and life experiences, my exceptional abilities in human resource
management, on top of my elevated ability to decipher and see through the game-playing of the
Washington elite would enable me to demonstrate how to convert a government agency inundated with
’seat-warmers’ and ‘kings and queens-for-a-day’ into one which fulfills its mission, as well as upholds the
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principles of democracy and liberty upon which the USA was founded over two centuries ago. I hope you
will give me the opportunity to demonstrate my capabilities in transforming ‘The Swamp’ into the model
democracy the Founding Fathers of the USA (two of which are in my family-tree, John Dickinson and
John Paul Jones) envisioned in the US Constitution and Bill of Rights.
Thank you in advance for your consideration and I hope to be given the opportunity to meet with you to
discuss my application for Secretary of Management and Resources, or any of the Under-Secretary
positions currently vacant in the State Department, for which I am highly qualified to filled—precisely
because I ‘opted-out’ of the incestuous bed and the ‘Game’ everyone in ‘The Swamp’ has been
playing for decades.
Sincerely,

Quenby Wilcox
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